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Time Management And Maintaining A Schedule 
 
Income Producing Activities  
 
Scheduling and time management is one of the biggest things that my clients 
struggle with. This lesson will give you some practical suggestions to take control 
of your schedule and then stay on top of it.  
 
Write this down: your goal is to have 80% of your day spent on income 
producing activities. Most clients report that they are doing well if they are at 
50%—80% is hard to achieve.  
 
What would we call income producing?  
 

1. Prospecting  
2. Lead follow-up  
3. Listing or showing appointments  
4. Contract negotiations  
5. Closing deals  

 
A portion of your day does need to be spent on income servicing, but we want to 
avoid falling into the cycle of creating some business and then obsessing over 
servicing it. This can leave you with no new leads once you’re finished closing 
your current deals.  
 
If you can stay on a schedule where every activity is time blocked and you are 
dedicating a significant portion of every day to creating new business, you will 
maximize your efficiency. 
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Efficient Time-Management  
 
What percent of your day is spent income producing?  
 
You probably don’t know for sure, so keep a time log. Spend some time every 
day listing everything that you do during the workday. The notes can be short, but 
make sure you write down all of your activities.  
 
By the end of the week, you will start to see some patterns emerge.  
 
One more thing: before you begin, look at the activities in your life and find 
things that you can eliminate. Most great salespeople are dynamic and energetic, 
and people are always looking to hand them new projects.  
 
Commit to taking some time to think before you say “yes”. Spend 24 hours 
thinking over any new commitment, and if it isn’t important to you, or those close 
to you, then you need to pass on it!  
 
You can’t fit 30 hours into a 24 hour day, no matter how efficient you are, so try 
to thin out your commitments. Always look to delegate when you can—as your 
profit grows, your staff will grow, and you will have more opportunities to 
delegate the small things that take up your valuable time. 
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Creating A Schedule  
 
I want you to create a schedule for a perfect day and a perfect week. Your 
schedule isn’t just about business, and it should have every activity and 
commitment built in. Then, if it’s not on your schedule, don’t do it!  
 
The schedule is a working document. If something isn’t working for you, then 
adjust it rather than throwing the whole thing out.  
 
So what does a perfect schedule look like? Everyone’s is slightly different, but 
there are some key components to consider when putting yours together:  
 

1. Perfect your morning!  
➡ Get up, work out, read, meditate, &c.—whatever gets you 
rolling!  
➡ When you arrive at your desk, call your hot leads to set 

appointments   as soon as possible.  
2. Start prospecting and don’t stop until you have completed your 

allotted number of contacts (get your numbers ready the night 
before).  

3. Check voicemail and emails.  
4. Meet with your assistant or do your administrative work. Focus and 

get it done—do not let it consume your day. 
5. Go to lunch!  

➡ Make sure you do housekeeping after lunch. Finish any 
leftover administrative work, do paperwork, return calls and 
emails, etc. 

6. Between 3:00 and 5:00, go to appointments or do more prospecting.  
 
Many of my clients dedicate one or two nights a week to setting appointments or 
doing additional prospecting and follow-up. Some clients also schedule a Saturday 
session one or two times a month. That little bit extra can make a big 
difference! 
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Some Guidelines For Time Blocking  
 

1. Keep a large wall calendar with all vacations and holidays posted.  
2. Plan vacations and events a year in advance. Most salespeople 

struggle with taking time off—if you don’t plan for it, you won’t do it.  
3. Decide which calendaring system works for you.  
4. Set aside an hour of quiet-time each day. Focus completely on 

clearing the stacks on your desk.  
5. Share your calendar with your family and friends. This lets them 

know when they can reach you and when they shouldn’t distract you.  
6. Ask your assistant to hold you accountable to your schedule.  
7. Don’t waste time on unmotivated people!  
8. Prequalify all of your appointments.  
9. Work with a sense of urgency! Look at the next item on your 

schedule and start working on it! Play beat the clock.  
10.  Strive to do your most productive activity during your most 

productive time slot. Maximize your efficiency!  
11.  Hire help as soon as you can, and then delegate!  
12.  Take a day off each week. Working six days is fine; seven is not.  
13.  Choose a time each day to turn off your phone and computer. 

Many of my clients shut down by 8:00pm, but earlier is fine.  
14.  Clean up the chaos. A messy environment will slow you down and 

add greatly to your stress.  
15.  Build a system for everything that you do. Try not to reinvent the  

wheel all the time!  
16.  Don’t chase every new idea or technology. Stay focused and add 

one or two new projects per month, if you need to. 
 


